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Bardiya National Park Tour
Duration: 06 Days

Overview
Trip Grade: Easy

Max Altitude:

Activity: Jungle Safari

Group Size: Min. 02 Pax

Arrival On: Kathmandu, Nepal

Departure From: Kathmandu, Nepal

Meals: All meals during trek & breakfast in kathmandu

Accommodation: Stone Built Houses (tea houses) during trek

Bardia National Park in NepalgunjÂ is the largest National Park in Nepal's Terai Region with an area ofÂ 968 square km. The
remoteness has resulted in an untouched and unique wilderness of the park. The sub-tropical climate with huge trees is best explored
with the help of a Jungle Safari. Our Bardiya National Park Tour enables you to explore the Jungle Safari to see wild animals like
Tiger, Rhinoceros Bear etc. The park is famous as a tranquil heaven with many rare and endangered species of plants and wildlife.
There are reportedly 22 Royal Bengal tigers and 100 one-horned rhinoceros.Â Grey Langur, Rhesus Macaques, hyenas, sloth bear,
andÂ deer are also frequentlyÂ spotted here. The bird watching trips are perfect with around 300 species of colourful
birds.Â Â Crocodiles and dolphins can be spotted in the canoe rides in the Geruwa River. The naturalÂ getaway is
wonderfulÂ asÂ weÂ encounter diverse wildlife, flora and migratory birds. Other activities include ox cart rides, jeep rides, nature
walks, among others. The Jungle safari is the best way to explore the untouched park as well as other parts of the region. We
explore the lush forest on elephant backÂ to see the endangered animals along with the rich flora.Â The traditional dances of
theÂ Tharu people add a cultural element to theÂ tour. (Royal) Bardiya National park SafariÂ tour is anÂ extraordinary experience
withÂ cherished lifelong memories.
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Itinerary
Arrival at TIA, Kathmandu, and transfer to the hotel
After the Arrival at TIA, Kathmandu, and transfer to the hotel and we will talk about our program.
Flight from Kathmandu to Nepalgunj and towards Bardiya.

From Kathmandu, we take a flight to Nepalgunj. Upon arrival, one of ourÂ representatives will receive and transfer youÂ to theÂ hotel.
After freshening up, we can visit the Tharu villages in the area for a cultural experience. They entertain us with their traditional
dances. We spend the night in one of the lodges in the area.
Visit the National Park
We start our tour early after breakfast to engage in as many activities as possible. For the first few hours, weÂ enjoy the famous
elephantÂ rides inÂ theÂ forest to seeÂ exotic animals and birds. After enjoying the tranquil environment of the forest, we visit the
crocodile breeding center. We takeÂ photographs to capture the exquisiteÂ surroundings and the rareÂ animal sightings.
Bird-watching and nature walks areÂ popular forÂ theÂ variety of birds, mammals, and reptiles. We can visit Tharu villages again to
learn about their rich culture.We spend the night in one of the lodges.
Â
Visit the National Park
We again start our day right after breakfast. We try the canoe rides to see the crocodiles and dolphins in the River. We can take jeep
rides to see the Royal Bengal tiger or the one-horned rhinoceros in the depths of the jungle. Boating and ox cart rides are also
available for fun.Â We can also visit the crocodile breeding center to have a closer look at the reptile. We enjoy the evening in one of
the lodges.
Â
Visit Karnali River and return to Kathmandu

After breakfast, we take a detour to Karnali River. The serene environment is more exciting if we get to witness the dolphins here.
After exploring the area for a while, we return back to our lodge and then take the trip back to Kathmandu. We will enjoy the evening
in one of the tourist hubs and spend the night in a hotel.
Â
Departure
Departure to your onward destination.
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Cost Includes
=> Private transportation from Kathmandu to Bardiya to Kathmandu by tourist bus as per itinerary.
=> All Safari Activities.
=> All Jungle activities.
=> Accommodations while safari including breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
=> Highly experienced Government licensed holder safari guide during the trip.
=> Government / Local taxes, Service charge, Guide insurance and salary, National park and conservation area fees.
=> Jungle Activities guide and required staffs with necessary vehicle.

Cost Excludes
=> All type of personal expenses such Alcoholic beverages and drinks, phone, and laundry.
=> Food & accommodation cost in case of any natural accident caused by weather.
=> Tips and donation.
=> Rescue & insurance such as travel, cancellation, accident, health, emergency evacuation and loss, theft of or damage to baggage
and personal effects.
=> International airfares & International Airport Departure Tax.
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